Abstract-Actuators that are powered, imaged, and controlled by magnetic resonance (MR) scanners could inexpensively provide wireless control of MR-guided robots. Similar to traditional electric motors, the MR scanner acts as the stator and generates propulsive torques on an actuator rotor containing one or more ferrous particles. Generating maximum motor torque while avoiding instabilities and slippage requires closed-loop control of the electromagnetic field gradients, i.e., commutation. Accurately estimating the position and velocity of the rotor is essential for highspeed control, which is a challenge due to the low refresh rate and high latency associated with MR signal acquisition. This paper proposes and demonstrates a method for closed-loop commutation based on interleaving pulse sequences for rotor imaging and rotor propulsion. This approach is shown to increase motor torque and velocity, eliminate rotor slip, and enable regulation of rotor angle. Experiments with a closed-loop MR imaging actuator produced a maximum force of 9.4 N.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
AGNETICALLY actuated devices are an emerging class of tools for both diagnostic and interventional medical procedures. For example, endoscopes actuated by permanent magnets have been proposed for imaging the GI tract [2] and the stomach [3] . Catheters with embedded current-carrying microcoils have been actuated by the forces generated by the magnetic field of the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner [4] . Custom electromagnetic control systems have been employed for intravascular [5] , intraocular [6] , and intracochlear [7] Fig. 1 . Concept of an MRI-powered actuator. Interleaved imaging and propulsion pulse sequences are used to track rotor angle and generate magneticgradient-based forces enabling control of both motor position and torque. microrobot navigation. These magnetic actuation platforms require coupling to an imaging system, such as ultrasound [2] , fluoroscopy [5] , or surgical microscopy [6] .
Since MRI delivers high amounts of nonionizing electromagnetic energy, scanners offer the potential for both electromagnetic energy transfer as well as imaging. Examples of this approach include an MR-powered swimming endoscope [8] and an intravascular swimming robot [9] , [10] . In [8] , undulating motion is generated through interaction between the static magnetic field of the scanner and an electric-current-induced magnetic field in a coiled tail. Alternatively, in [9] and [10] , magnetic gradients, normally used for MR signal spatial encoding, are exploited to induce forces in ferromagnetic material and so to propel an intravascular robot.
Centimeter-scale MRI-powered and imaged robots would be small enough to fit inside the bore to access hard-to-reach midtorso locations or could even fit inside the body. While a variety of MR-compatible robots for surgical procedures ranging from brachytherapy needle biopsy to heart surgery have been developed [11] - [17] , they all require actuators of high cost or high complexity and also necessitate either mechanical or electrical tethering to external control systems.
Alternatively, MRI-powered actuators may be fabricated inexpensively from plastic parts and metal spheres and can be actuated, imaged, and controlled directly by the MRI scanner [18] , [19] . This approach can be explained by analogy to an electric motor, as shown in Fig. 1 . The scanner and the chassis of the actuator comprise the stator. A rotor with an encapsulated ferrous sphere placed inside the scanner bore is the rotational part of the actuator. Rotating MRI gradients generate forces on the ferrous sphere, which causes rotor motion. Since the sphere is enclosed in a cavity, it is free to remain aligned with the scanner's B 0 field during rotor rotation.
In our initial implementation of an MRI-powered actuator, commutation was performed in open loop using sinusoidal gradients commanded to rotate at the desired angular rate of the motor [18] , [19] . While this approach enabled needle insertion using an outer position control loop, it possessed several limitations. For example, load perturbations would cause the rotor to slip such that the needle would stop moving for one or more revolutions of the magnetic gradients. In addition, since the angle between the rotor and the magnetic force was not regulated, the actuator produced less torque. Finally, since position control was based on sensed needle position rather than rotor angle (at transmission input), displacement resolution was significantly reduced.
Closed-loop commutation was introduced in a conference version of this paper [1] . Real-time feedback was achieved using a socket-based third-party protocol RTHawk [20] compatible with GE scanners. No state estimator was employed and, given the interleaving of imaging and actuation, this meant that the gradient force direction was constant between imaging sequences-implicitly assuming the rotor is stationary. While this approach was superior to open-loop commutation, performance was characterized by large commutation angle errors.
The contributions of this paper beyond those of [1] are as follows. First, a state estimator is introduced that enables accurate variation of gradient force direction during execution of actuation pulse sequences. State estimates are updated using measured rotor position together with measurement noise calculated from each MRI image. Second, all pulse sequences have been redesigned to avoid the need for third-party software. The sequences have been implemented using the native realtime environment provided by Siemens scanners and tested on a Siemens 3T Skyra scanner. Consequently, results in this paper can be replicated on any similar Siemens scanner without the need for additional software. A third contribution of this paper is that it employs fast spin echo sequences for rotor tracking instead of gradient echo sequences. This approach provides better performance at high rotor angular velocities and in the presence of magnetic inhomogeneities [21] .
Furthermore, a new actuator design is presented that produces over 9 N of force compared with a maximum of 0.7 N as reported in [1] . All of the experimental results are new and include examining the effects of sampling rate and rotor velocity on tracking accuracy and imaging noise. Maximum torque is measured as a function of actuation duty cycle and is compared with the maximum torque that can be achieved in open-loop operation. In addition, new position control experiments are presented. This paper is arranged as follows. Section II defines the problem of MRI-based commutation. Section III presents our approach for rotor tracking based on RF-selective excitation. (Note that rotor tracking is completely independent of tissue imaging. The effect of the actuator on tissue imaging is addressed in the final subsection of Section VI.) Section IV details design of the pulse sequences needed for closed-loop rotor control, while Section V presents the state estimator and controller. Experimental validation is provided in Section VI and conclusions appear in Section VII.
II. MAGNETIC-RESONANCE-IMAGING-BASED COMMUTATION
An MRI scanner can apply magnetic forces to a rotor. To maximize torque, these forces should always be directed perpendic- ular to the rotor. This is called commutation control. Brushless electric motors use encoders to produce the maximum torque via commutator control, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The current in each electromagnet is controlled based on the Hall sensors' rotor angle estimation. The forces F generated on the rotor's permanent magnet by the electromagnets should be directed such that maximum torque is generated for all angular configurations of the rotor, i.e., the angle ψ in Fig. 2(a) should be 90
• . The goal of commutator control is to regulate ψ to this optimal value.
There are several challenges to MRI-based commutation. In contrast with brushless electric motors where the stator's position can be sampled at high rates, the MRI position refresh rate is low. This low refresh rate has three primary causes. First, the same gradient coils are shared between actuation and imaging. Second, the imaging phase requires a minimum time to manipulate the hydrogen spins before an image can be collected. Third, following an imaging cycle, the hydrogen spins responsible for signal generation must relax before they can be excited again, imposing a minimum delay between rotor imaging.
MRI actuation technology is also affected by latencies necessary to process imaging data and to apply the following gradient inputs. Furthermore, accurate rotor angle position measurement requires two perpendicular line scans and must account for the time delay between these scans. Finally, due to the low position refresh rate, the velocity measurement has low accuracy.
As with electric motors, MRI-based commutator control maximizes torque generation and enables rotor angle control. To address the challenges of closed-loop commutation described above, three components are needed. First, a method is needed for fast imaging of the ferromagnetic rotor in air. Second, a pulse sequence must be developed that provides for real-time control of rotor angle. Third, an estimator and controller are needed that can accommodate interleaved actuation and imaging. Solutions to these components are presented in the next three sections.
III. ROTOR TRACKING
In designing a tetherless MRI-powered actuator, the usual techniques used in MRI-based tracking are not directly applicable. For example, active tracking using small receiver coils tuned to the scanner's RF frequency [22] require cabling and present the challenge of avoiding cable windup on the rotor. While passive tracking using fiducial markers is often an excellent approach [23] , any nearby ferromagnetic material acts as a "negative" fiducial, creating a signal void in its vicinity [24] . Consequently, the ferromagnetic material needed to propel the rotor tends to neutralize any fiducial marker that is also mounted on the rotor.
Recently, the use of ferromagnetic particles as positive markers located inside tissue has been demonstrated in [9] and [25] [see Fig. 3(a) ]. Instead of using RF pulses that correspond to the Larmor frequency of hydrogen in the presence of B 0 , the RF pulse frequency is selected to affect molecules that are in the B 0 + B p field, where B p is created by the ferrous particle. This way, only water molecules in the vicinity of the ferromagnetic particle are excited (RF-selective excitation). By varying the RF frequency and bandwidth, different regions around the particle can be selected for excitation. Fig. 3(b) shows an example of the excited regions for RF frequencies above and below the Larmor frequency. Any hydrogen atoms located in the excited region will appear brightly in an image.
To enable rotor tracking, a new method is introduced that uses RF-selective excitation in combination with a passive fiducial marker. In this approach, the ferrous particle of the rotor excites regions similar in shape to those of Fig. 3(b) inside the actuator. These regions are small enough that they do not extend into the tissue surrounding the actuator. Consequently, an image taken in this way (without a fiducial marker) would be empty.
To track the rotor, a fiducial marker is positioned on the rotor such that it is located within the excited region (specific to the selected RF frequency and bandwidth) for all possible rotation angles. With the marker in place, an image taken using RFselective excitation will now show only the marker since the tissue lies outside the excited region, and the actuator itself is invisible since it does not contain hydrogen atoms. Since only the marker appears in the image, simple image processing can be used to determine rotor angle. be equivalent to the radial displacement as the rotor rotates with respect to candidate RF-excited regions (see Fig. 3(b) ).
A. RF Frequency and Bandwidth Selection
If the fiducial marker rotates in synchrony with the ferrous particle and can be continuously imaged using RF-selective excitation, localizing it will provide information on the rotor angle. The offset coordinate values r d and v d that enable angleindependent visualization of the marker are found as follows. The ferromagnetic particle, modeled as a magnetic point dipole, generates a field:
where
, is the vacuum permeability, and P [m] is the vector connecting the point where the field is calculated and the point dipole. To image a fiducial marker positioned at P m , the central frequency of the RF pulse should account for B P , i.e.,
where B 0 is the homogeneous MRI field, γ [
] is the gyromagnetic ratio of hydrogen, andẑ is the unit vector along the MRI bore axis.
As the rotor rotates, the ferrous particle rotates so as to maintain its magnetic alignment with B 0 , while its relative location with respect to the fiducial marker changes. Thus, the fiducial marker is exposed to a varying magnetic field B tot and would need to be imaged by RF pulses of varying central frequency in order to remain excited. Fig. 4 (b) illustrates this scenario for the case of v d = 0. It can be seen that the RF offset frequency varies periodically with rotor angle. This creates an implicit tracking problem wherein knowledge of the appropriate RF frequency is required for tracking, but the marker's location is a prerequisite. While an implicit tracking formulation is possible, it is more computationally intensive than an explicit one. Thus, it is observed that the optimal fiducial marker position should result in an explicit formulation, i.e., such that a single RF offset frequency applies for all rotor angles. To achieve maximum signal response for a spherical fiducial marker of radius r m [m], its full volume should be excited by the range of frequencies contained within the RF pulse. Thus, the bandwidth of the RF pulse should be selected as
where P 0 is the location of the point dipole (see Fig. 4 (a)).
Since the actuator will be placed in proximity to tissue, the RF pulse should avoid tissue excitation by not containing the Larmor frequency corresponding to B 0 :
Equations (2)- (7) can be used to optimize for variables r d and v d while additionally selecting the central frequency f and bandwidth BW. These results are presented with the experiments in Section VI.
IV. CLOSED-LOOP PULSE SEQUENCE DESIGN
The MRI scanner must interleave sensing and actuation to control the rotor, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a) . Note that the depicted sequence does not include a component dedicated to tissue imaging, which is not discussed in this section. It is anticipated that a multiloop controller would be appropriate for many applications. An inner loop, performing rotor control as described in this section, would operate at high frequency, while an outer loop, performing standard tissue imaging, would operate at a lower rate. Note that the outer-loop MR imaging sequence would have to be interleaved with the inner-loop rotor imaging and actuation sequence of Fig. 5(a) .
In the Siemens scanner architecture, three separate computers are involved as shown in Fig. 5(b) : the scanner computer, an image processing workstation, and a pulse sequence generator. For closed-loop rotor control, the pulse sequence generator assembles three-component pulse sequences and sends them to the scanner computer. The three-component sequence consists of a variable-length actuation sequence, a rotor imaging sequence, and an additional short (20 ms) actuation sequence.
Both actuation sequences use rotor angle estimates based on the prior rotor image. The second short actuation sequence is necessary to provide the time needed to process the latest image data, update the estimator, and compute and transmit the new controller commands. The pulse sequence generator uses these gradients and amplitudes to compute a sequence, supplies the sequence to the scanner, and the process continues. Fig. 5(c) shows the tracking pulse sequence.
Most commercial MR imaging sequences do not operate in real time. To achieve real-time tracking, the proposed technique uses single-dimensional pulse sequences, as in [1] , [9] , [18] , [19] , and [25] . These sequences have short gradient durations and do not generate unwanted rotor motion. They are termed "single-dimensional" because they do not perform phase encoding and provide an aggregate signal in one dimension. Since the gradient ∇ B tot excites the fiducial marker, no slice-select gradient is required. A spin echo sequence was used instead of a gradient echo because a spin echo is more immune to susceptibility and motion artifacts. Tracking is performed only along x and z because the ferrous particle is rotating in the xz plane. Designing rotors that spin around different axes is possible, but requires a counterweight to offset gravity, as described in [26] .
After the tracking pulse sequence, the single-dimensional projections are transferred to the image processing workstation, where localization via peak detection is performed to measure the rotor position and imaging noise. As described below, a discrete-time state estimator uses this data to precompute the gradient directions for the two actuation components of the next pulse sequence.
V. CONTROL AND ESTIMATION
A ferrous particle in the strong static field of an MRI scanner becomes magnetized, and its magnetization magnitude asymptotically approaches the saturation magnetization M s per unit volume of the material. The MRI gradient coils produce a magnetic field B g (t). This field exerts on the ferrous particle the force
Here, v is the magnetic volume of the material. The magnetic field B g (t) is designed to produce three independent gradients:
Here, it has been reasonably assumed that M sz M sx , M sy . These three gradients apply three independent forces on any ferromagnetic sphere inside the MRI.
The rotor construction constrains the ferromagnetic sphere to rotate about an axis a with a moment arm of length r. Such a rotor is shown in Fig. 1 . The rotor's configuration at time t is fully described by its angular position and velocity [θ(t),θ(t)] . Here, θ is the angle referenced to the x-axis about the y-axis. The configuration space is R 2 , and the dynamic equations are given bÿ
Here, J is the moment of inertia, b is the coefficient of viscous friction, τ f is the summation of all nonviscous friction terms seen by the input, and τ is the load torque. The rotor torque is the magnetic force projected to a unit vector p(t) tangent to the ferrous sphere's positive direction of motion rF · p(t). This model assumes that the rotor is perfectly balanced, and thus, there is no gravity-related term. The goal of commutation control is to ensure that magnetic force is directed along p(t), such that F(t) = u(t)p(t), where u(t) is a scalar control function.
When the rotor axis is aligned with a coordinate axis, p(t) has a particularly simple form. The remainder of the paper will assume a = {0, 1, 0}. Given this choice,
and the commutation control law is given by ⎡
Both the control and measurements are taken at discrete time intervals; therefore, it is necessary to provide a discrete-time model. This can be approximated by
with time steps of T seconds. This model is used in combination with techniques for rotor angle measurement, state estimation, and feedback control as described in the following sections.
A. Rotor Angle Measurement
The position of a stationary rotor can be measured using two orthogonal MRI line scans. The scans cannot be simultaneous. If the rotor is moving, these scans measure two 1-D projections of the rotor's position at two different times, t 1 and t 2 , where t 2 = t 1 + ΔT :
To minimize movement between scans, a fast spin echo sequence shown in Fig. 5(c) is used where the x and z scans are separated by ΔT = 7.5 ms. While the measured angle can be directly calculated as θ M (t 2 ,θ) = arctan z(t 2 ), r cos arccos(x(t 1 )/r) +θΔT . (15) This equation uses the arccosine function, which is much less accurate using noisy data than computing the arctangent with both sine and cosine arguments.
To avoid this inaccuracy, an alternate approach is introduced in terms of an intermediate measurement variable, θ M 1 (t 1 , t 2 ), which is computed using the arctangent function: and is plotted in Fig. 6(a) . The error can be modeled by a Fourier series approximation in terms of θ M 1 as
The Fourier series coefficients can be evaluated numerically using the standard integrals a n (θ 12 ) = 
At low velocities, the approximation is dominated by a 0 and a 2 , resulting in the second-order Fourier series approximation:
Here, the estimated velocityθ(t 2 ) has been substituted forθ 12 .
Notice that the only inverse trigonometric evaluation in this approximation is the arctangent of (16).
The correction terms of (20) , consisting of a zero frequency offset and a cosine of twice the rotor frequency, are clearly visible in the error plot of Fig. 6(a) . The remaining error, depicted in Fig. 6(b) , is less than 2
• for angular velocities between ±10 Hz.
B. State Estimator
The rotor position can be measured several times per second, but the control law (see Section VI-D) requires the position and velocity several hundred times per second. To provide state estimates between measurements as well as to compensate for imaging noise, Kalman filtering is employed. The state equations at step k are linearized about the estimated state given all sensor measurements at time k: [θ(k|k),θ(k|k)]. Following the standard approach, estimation is split into predicting the current state using previous measurements and the process model and correcting the estimate using MRI measurements. State estimates,θ andθ, and estimate covariances, P θ and Pθ , are predicted usinĝ
The state estimates and covariances are corrected as follows:
The correction uses MRI measurements of the rotor orientation θ M (k + 1) and a finite-difference calculation of the rotor angular velocityθ M (k + 1), along with the measurement noise R θ (k + 1) and Rθ (k + 1). Measurement noise is calculated using a statistical property of the MRI scan quality, as described in Sections VI-B and VI-C. The optimal Kalman gains K θ (k + 1) and Kθ (k + 1) are calculated as
Performance of the state estimator is described in Section VI-C. 
VI. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the tracking and commutation control methods described above, a series of analyses and experiments were performed. The next section describes the optimization of fiducial marker location as well as the imaging parameters used to image rotor angle. Since MR imaging has not been previously applied to rapidly moving objects, a series of experiments described in Section VI-B investigate how image quality varies with sampling rate and rotor velocity. Evaluation of the state estimator is described in Section VI-C. Experimental validation of two types of closed-loop commutation controllers is also presented in Sections VI-D and VI-F. A maximum torque controller is used to compare the stall torque that can be achieved in closedversus open-loop commutation. Finally, it is demonstrated how closed-loop commutation enables control of rotor position.
All experiments used the prototype actuator shown in Fig. 7 . The system consists of a rotor driving a gear train attached to a rack. While prior work used a rack-mounted needle to perform tissue insertion experiments [27] , a needle was not used here, and for some tests, a set of calibrated springs was attached as shown to generate a linearly increasing load. The prototype is constructed from LEGO Technic blocks. It is MRI-invisible and compatible. Prototype parameters are given in Table I . Friction and inertia parameters were estimated through calibration experiments. Imaging parameters are given in Table II . Realtime communication was achieved using the Siemens Integrated Development Environment for Applications. A Canon singlelens reflex video camera (model T1i) was used to record rotor position for ground truth measurements by mounting an angled mirror behind the prototype and placing the camera on a tripod outside the 5-Gauss line. Color thresholding was used to detect a red marker mounted on the rotor arm. Each video frame was transformed to a binary image showing the red marker as white and the background as black. The center of mass of these white pixels was used to find the rotor location. The spatial resolution of the video camera was ∼0.2 mm, ∼3× the MRI resolution. The frame rate of the video camera was also superior to the MRI acquisition rate with 30 frames/s, an increase of two to three times the MRI imaging rate.
A. Optimizing Fiducial Location and Imaging Parameters
An MR-SPOT (Beekley Medical, CT) marker's location was optimized for imaging the ferrous particle contained within the actuator, as described in Section III. Fig. 8(a) shows the range of frequencies required for various displacements r d . This simulation shows that to measure rotor angle using an RF pulse with constant central frequency and varying rotor angles, there should be no radial displacement of the fiducial marker with respect to the ferrous particle, i.e., r d = 0 mm.
The required RF-pulse bandwidth with respect to the vertical distance v d is shown in Fig. 8(b) . The dashed line corresponds to the bandwidth of a 1-ms RF pulse (2.5 kHz), the nominal pulsewidth. For this pulsewidth, the optimal vertical offset to (1)- (2) can now be used to solve for an RF-offset of −3.5 kHz. Given the choice of BW = 2.5 kHz in the paragraph above, it can be verified that these values satisfy (7) ensuring that no signal emission from tissue will arise during fiducial tracking. The resulting volume of excitation around the ferrous sphere is depicted in Fig. 9 . The capsule-shaped fiducial marker is entirely within the excited region. Moreover, its excitation is independent of rotor angle.
B. Image Quality
Imaging was performed using a 32-channel head coil. Because the signal emitted from the marker is not evenly detected by all the channels, the weighted averageS was used:
where S i is the signal detected by the ith channel, and cnr i is the contrast-to-noise ratio of the ith channel given by
where S A is the maximum value measured in a region containing possible marker positions (depicted by the rectangular window shown in Fig. 12 ), S B is the maximum value measured in a region of interest outside the rotor arm revolution, and σ •B is the standard deviation measured in the same region of interest outside the rotor arm revolution. Higher CNR values correspond to higher peak detection accuracy. CNR was used to assess the effects on imaging of nearby tissue as well as sampling rate and rotor velocity as described below.
1) Effect of Nearby Tissue:
The goal of RF-selective excitation is to create a strong signal from the fiducial marker for tracking the rotor while avoiding excitation of nearby tissue. This is necessary since the tissue signal would make it difficult to pick out the peak corresponding to the rotor in the xand z-axis projections. To examine this issue, experiments were conducted with and without a 5.3-L liquid-filled cylindrical container (Siemens MR Phantom) that was placed on the rack side of the actuator to simulate tissue located appropriately for needle biopsy.
Tracking accuracy for a stationary rotor was evaluated for angles between 0
• and 360 • in 15
• steps using a 24-position jig. The scanner's laser positioning system was used to position and orient the rotor at the scanner's isocenter. For each rotor angular position, 20 measurements at a 10-Hz rate were acquired. Peak detection was performed only inside the possible spatial range of the rotor, and no filtering was used. To correct for registration errors associated with laser-assisted manual fixture placement, the data acquired without the water-filled phantom were used to estimate the rotor center in the plane as well as the rotation of the fixture about the vertical axis. These calibration values were then used to compute angle error with and without the water-filled phantom.
Results are shown in Fig. 10 . Measurement error without the tissue phantom is zero mean (as a result of registration) with a standard deviation of ±1.65
• . With the tissue phantom in place, the mean error is 0.35 ± 1.53
• . Thus, the placement of tissue adjacent to the actuator has negligible effect on rotor imaging.
2) Effect of Sampling Rate on Imaging:
The time between two consecutive imaging cycles affects the signal intensity based on T 1 , the longitudinal relaxation time of the marker. This quantity is the decay constant for the regrowth of the z component of the magnetization M z . When the sampling rate is high, M z available for the next excitation is small, as described by the regrowth plot in Fig. 11(b) . Decreasing the time between images decreases the signal strength. Fig. 11 depicts this effect for a stationary rotor, showing that CNR decreases exponentially with increasing sampling rate.
3) Effect of Rotor Angular Velocity on Imaging: Motion artifacts are known to cause blurring and ghosting in MR images. Similarly, rotor motion during marker imaging can be anticipated to decrease the peak amplitude of the marker projections. To investigate this effect, CNR was computed and plotted along with rotor velocity as shown in Fig. 12(a) . It can be observed that CNR is inversely related to rotor angular velocity. Fig. 12(b) provides examples of MRI projections for three different angular velocities illustrating how the signal peak can reduce to that of the background noise level as velocity increases. Note that for the highest velocities depicted in this figure, it is still possible to track the rotor since: 1) not all projections taken at high velocity exhibit the weak amplitude depicted in the rightmost plot, and 2) the peak search is restricted to the rotor arm distance, a region in which the highest peak much of the time corresponds to the marker position. In addition, the CNR value is tracked and used by a state estimator to update the rotor location as presented in Section VI-C. 
C. State Estimation
While it is assumed here that the actuator rotates about the y-axis, the location of its center of rotation inside the scanner bore is arbitrary. Consequently, a calibration pulse sequence was developed to estimate the point corresponding to the center of rotation of the fiducial marker. This open-loop sequence interleaves gradients rotating in the xz plane with imaging sequences to detect and track the marker. The center of rotation is estimated by fitting a circle to the set of marker data points [28] . Once the center of rotation is estimated, closed-loop commutation control begins automatically. The calibration and transition to closed-loop control are illustrated in the dataset of Fig. 12(a) .
Rotor angle is computed from line scans along the x-and z-axes using (16)- (20) . The state estimate is then corrected according to (22) with measurement noise given by
whereR is the measurement noise due to discretization, and CNR is the contrast-to-noise ratio calculated for the combined channels in (25) . The cutoff CNR ≥ 10 is heuristically determined because projection data with large CNR have an easily distinguishable peak corresponding to the marker. For CNR < 10, the peak can be indistinguishable from the background noise. Since the rotor velocity is computed using a first-order finite-difference method, the measurement velocity noise Rθ is given by the linear combination of two independent variables. The performance of the estimator during closed-loop commutation is illustrated in Fig. 13 . This figure plots estimated rotor angle, MRI-based measurements of rotor angle, and estimated covariance of rotor angle. In addition, rotor angle as measured by the video camera is also plotted. Gaps in the estimated rotor angle correspond to the 18-ms intervals during which MRI imaging occurs and actuation is suspended.
Computation of image processing, estimation, and control together with pulse sequence generation require an additional 20 ms before the state estimate used for actuation can be updated to include the latest rotor angle measurement. Consequently, the depicted covariance decreases 20 ms after completion of each imaging sequence at the instant when the updated state estimate (denoted with a blue "*") becomes available. Comparison of estimated angle with video camera measurements reveals accurate tracking of actual rotor angle. The absolute tracking error, averaged over all trials, was 4.42
• .
D. Maximum Torque Control
Closed-loop commutation was used to measure the maximum output torque, or stall torque, that the actuator could stably produce. For these experiments, the scalar control input u(t) in (12) was set to the magnitude of the maximum gradient of the scanner, g M . For the Siemens Skyra scanner, this results in u(t) = g M = ±23 mT/m. By pulling against the set of calibrated MR-compatible NiTi springs (k = 215 N/m) depicted in Fig. 7 , it was possible to evaluate the maximum potential needle force that could be applied by the actuator.
Recall from Fig. 5(a) that the overall pulse sequence includes a variable length actuation sequence. Increasing the length of this actuation sequence increases the relative amount of time spent actuating versus imaging the rotor. This decreases the rotor angle measurement rate, however, resulting in a less accurate estimate of rotor angle. To investigate this tradeoff, experiments were performed for a set of 11 actuation durations, t act . Results are reported in terms of duty cycle, t a c t t a c t +t o ff , where t off is defined as imaging time + 0.5 ms to account for the ramp up and ramp down time of the actuation gradient.
To provide a comparison with prior work, open-loop commutation experiments were also performed. In these experiments, an open-loop sinusoidal gradient force of frequency ω was applied to the rotor ⎡
Starting from arbitrary initial conditions, the rotor is able to synchronize with the applied gradient force under certain conditions. Experiments were performed using eight input frequencies, ω. Furthermore, in open loop, the rotor often slips, i.e., falls out of synchrony with the rotating gradient force. Since the actuator is backdrivable, any spring force at the time of slip can cause the rotor to rotate rapidly in the reverse direction. This phenomenon can be observed in all the depicted open-loop trials. As the spring relaxes, the rotor sometimes resynchronizes with the applied gradient and again produces an increasing spring force. Such a situation is depicted for ω/2π = 0.5 Hz. Alternately, the rotor may enter an oscillating limit cycle that results in a nonzero, but small, steady-state force, as illustrated by the plot for ω/2π = 1.5 Hz.
The maximum forces for all open-and closed-loop trials are shown in Fig. 15 . Closed-loop control attains higher maximum forces and is up to twice as fast as the best open-loop control. In closed-loop control, the maximum force occurs for t act = 120 ms corresponding to an 84.6% duty cycle. Note that rotor slipping was never observed in closed loop. Thus, these maximum forces are true stall forces that can be applied indefinitely. In open loop, reverse rotor motion always followed the force peak due to desynchronization and actuator backdrivability. It can also be observed that, for open-loop input frequencies above 1 Hz, the variation in maximum force increases, and for 1.5 Hz and higher, the rotor sometimes failed to synchronize with the input gradient and, therefore, did not produce any force.
E. Closed-Loop Position Control
Closed-loop commutation also makes it possible to regulate rotor angle to desired values. To investigate this, a PID position controller was implemented through (12) . Given a desired position θ goal , the control input is expressed in terms of position error e(t), the maximum gradient g M , at which the control input saturates, and the PID gains {K p , K i , K d }: 
For these trials, the actuator of 
F. Imaging Artifacts Due to Actuator
The induced magnetic field of the ferromagnetic material in the actuator perturbs the homogeneity of the B 0 static field of the scanner. This creates image artifacts consisting of dark spots due to signal loss as well as geometrical distortions. The most important factors affecting artifact severity are 1) the distance between the ferrous particle and the imaging region and 2) the imaging sequence and its parameters [21] .
To assess image artifacts created by the actuator, a sequence of MR images were taken of an orange in a water tank with and without the actuator. As shown in Fig. 17 , the actuator was placed above the orange such that the ferrous particle was as close as possible to the orange and, consequently, would generate the most severe artifact. This configuration could correspond to the actuator placed on the torso of a patient. For all MR imaging, the camera used to take Fig. 17 was left in position outside the 5-Gauss line of the scanner.
The first set of images shown in Fig. 17 (b) use a FLASH (Fast Low Angle SHot) sequence, which is known to be sensitive to imaging artifacts. The effect of the actuator on the image can be clearly seen. As shown in Fig. 17(c) , these artifacts can be virtually eliminated, however, by replacing the FLASH sequence with a fast spin echo sequence, which is more robust to magnetic field distortions.
VII. CONCLUSION
MRI-powered actuators constitute a new actuation technology for MR-guided robotic interventions. Since these devices can be fabricated from inexpensive materials, are tetherless, and their control is accomplished entirely through scanner programming, this technology may enable new MR-guided interventions as well as facilitate current procedures. For example, the 9.4-N maximum forces demonstrated here would be sufficient for in vivo human prostate capsule puncture during brachytherapy (8.9-N maximum force reported using 18G needles [29] ).
Since this approach differs fundamentally from traditional MRI programming, its development poses interesting and challenging engineering problems. This paper addressed several fundamental challenges. First, it proposed a new approach to track ferrous material by generating RF-selective signatures in properly located fiducial markers. Second, it presented a technique to use tracking data to estimate the angular position and velocity of a moving rotor. Third, it employed this estimate for closedloop commutation control by interleaving imaging and actuation pulse sequences. Demonstrated benefits on a clinical MRI scanner include maximization of motor torque and velocity, avoidance of slip and regulation of motor angle. See the multimedia attachment for a video representation of these benefits.
There are a number of directions in which this work can be easily extended. For example, while the use of LEGO components facilitated prototype development, it can be anticipated that refined designs fabricated from precision components will yield even better results. Furthermore, while the algorithms were demonstrated here for a vertical rotor axis, counterbalancing the rotor enables rotation about any axis without the need for gravity compensation. In addition, if the actuator is mounted on a moving robot link, its commutation control could be achieved by tracking its rotor axis and location. Depending on robot design, this could be as simple as computing forward kinematics. Finally, for applications requiring simultaneous control of multiple actuators, promising control laws, such as that of [26] , can be substituted for the feedback controllers presented here.
